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                                A good night's sleep is an essential foundation for a healthy lifestyle, effective training and weight control.

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                Train slow 

                                Low-intensity training is easier for you, reduces the risk of injury and helps builds an efficient aerobic system.

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                Eat natural 

                                Cut out sugar & junk food, reduce carbs, eat natural foods and train your body to burn fat for fuel.
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                                Fresh air, natural light and reconnecting with nature all help to improve mental and physical wellbeing.
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                    Unleash the Extraordinary in You

            

        

    




    


    






    
        
            








    
        
                            
                
The community for outdoorsy people                

TimeOutdoors is the community for outdoorsy people who want to be active and feel great. The website brings together: 
	More runs, rides, swims, walks, triathlons, challenges and outdoor activities than any other site in the UK 
	Our own social platform to make it easy to plan, log and share your time outdoors
	Challenges to help keep you motivated
	No-nonsense health and well-being advice

Browse or search the site for inspiration or sign up to our newsletter and we'll send you a welcome email explaining what's on offer. 👍
Sign up to newsletter
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                            Events
                        


                        More runs, rides, swims, walks and triathlons than any other site in the UK.
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                            Trips
                        


                        Activity days, breaks, holidays, adventures, wellbeing retreats and training camps.
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                            Challenges
                        


                        Charity, team and virtual challenges.
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                            Places
                        


                        Great places for getting active outdoors.
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                            Clubs
                        


                        Find a local club and take your training and social life to a new level!
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                            MyTOD
                        


                        Plan, log & share your time outdoors and follow others!
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                        One Million Challenge


                        Join for free today and clock up your hours any way you like!
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                            Newsletter
                        


                        Stay in the loop with weekly updates.
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                            Event organisers
                        


                        List your event for free and get your entries off to a flying start!



                        Register here
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                            Clubs & groups
                        


                        List your club for free to recruit new members.



                        Register here
                

            

        


    


        

    




    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                1000's of events

                                More runs, rides, swims, triathlons and walks than any other site in the UK.
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                            Runs
                        


                        1000's of marathons, half marathons, 10K runs and more!


                        	Fun runs

	Charity runs

	Mud runs

	Obstacle races

	5K runs

	10K runs

	10 mile runs

	Half marathons

	Marathons

	Ultra runs

	Trail runs

	Multi-terrain runs

	CaniCross

	Timed runs
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                            Swims
                        


                        Dive into a rich variety of swimming events for both beginners and seasoned sea dogs!
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                            Swim runs
                        


                        Swim in your running shoes and run in your wetsuit. Then repeat.
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                            Triathlons
                        


                        Find swim-bike-run events across the UK, including major city races and off-road ultras.
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                            Rides
                        


                        From sportives to gravel rides, there are 100s of bide rides to explore on TimeOutdoors.
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                            Duathlons
                        


                        From sprint to long distance and kids events, find a run-bike-run event near you.
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                            Aquathlons
                        


                        Run-swim-run in this dynamic multi-sport!



                        Find events
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                            Aquabikes
                        


                        If you've ever finished the bike leg of a triathlon and dreaded the run, aquabikes are for you.
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                            Walks
                        


                        From mountain hikes to charity walks, lace up your boots for these epic events.
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                                Most popular

                                These are the runs, bike rides, training camps, adventure holidays and much more that our audience are loving right now.

                                
                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

    


    
        
            









    










    
        
                
                        [image: Enjoy an unbeatable Welsh sporting welcome at one of Wales' biggest weekends of running! Experience one of the UK's flattest marathons or one of the fast and fun supporting races.]
                

            
                
                    	Sun 28 Apr
	£2-£52
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                    Newport, UK

                    ABP Newport Marathon Festival

                        Enjoy an unbeatable Welsh sporting welcome at one of Wales' biggest weekends of running! Experience one of the UK's flattest marathons or one of the fast and fun supporting races.

                    	
                                            Marathon
                                        
	
                                            10K run
                                        
	
                                            Fun run
                                                3
                                        
	
                                            Half marathon
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	Wheelchair users
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	Event village
	Urban
	Rural
	Public transport links
	All ages
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                        [image: Join in this spring at the historic Hampton Court Palace in London. Discover the capital's charm as you stroll along the Thames, beginning and ending your journey in the Palace's stunning gardens.]
                

            
                
                    	Sun 28 Apr
	£20


                    East Molesey, UK

                    Pink Ribbon Walk | Hampton Court Palace and the Thames Path

                        Join in this spring at the historic Hampton Court Palace in London. Discover the capital's charm as you stroll along the Thames, beginning and ending your journey in the Palace's stunning gardens.

                    	
                                            Charity walk
                                                2
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                        [image: Experience a one-day marathon hike through the breathtaking South Downs National Park, journeying through rolling hills and over white cliffs, to fund life-saving cancer research.]
                

            
                
                    	Sat 4 May
	£45
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                    Brighton, East Sussex, UK

                    South Downs Challenge  | The Royal Marsden Cancer Charity

                        Experience a one-day marathon hike through the breathtaking South Downs National Park, journeying through rolling hills and over white cliffs, to fund life-saving cancer research.

                    	26 miles hiking + 1000 m ascent
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	Enter online
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	Sustainability policy
	Age 16 & over
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                        [image: The UK's Number 1 Mountain Festival! Sport, Speakers, Live Music, Activities, Good Times. A full multi-sport and entertainment festival with exciting new changes for 2024!]
                

            
                
                    	Fri 17 - Sun 19 May
	£30
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                    Keswick, Cumbria, UK

                    Keswick Mountain Festival

                        The UK's Number 1 Mountain Festival! Sport, Speakers, Live Music, Activities, Good Times. A full multi-sport and entertainment festival with exciting new changes for 2024!

                    	
                                            5K run
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                                            Half marathon
                                        
	
                                            50K ultra run
                                        
	
                                            Fell run
                                        
	+ 12 more races
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                        [image: Hike through magnificent woodlands, past pretty waterfalls and limestone cliffs, and take in beautiful views across the Peak District to help beat cancer step by step.]
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	£20-£30
	30% off
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                    Bakewell, Derbyshire, UK

                    Big Hike | Peak District

                        Hike through magnificent woodlands, past pretty waterfalls and limestone cliffs, and take in beautiful views across the Peak District to help beat cancer step by step.

                        Get 30% off

                    	
                                            Hike
                                                3
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                        [image: Run, bike and kayak with your family and experience Adventure Racing for the first time!  Beautiful surroundings and a supportive environment. Medals for all!]
                

            
                
                    	Sat 8 Jun
	£25-£60
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                    Cowbridge, South Glamorgan, UK

                    Mini Burn Family Adventure Race

                        Run, bike and kayak with your family and experience Adventure Racing for the first time!  Beautiful surroundings and a supportive environment. Medals for all!

                    	2.8 km trail running 
	3 km mountain biking 
	1 km kayaking 
	1 km  
	5 km mountain biking 
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                        [image: The UK’s biggest 24 hour relay race. Epic, Brutal, Relentless. Race against the clock to tackle as many laps of the iconic course as you can. How far can you go in 24 hours?]
                

            
                
                    	Sat 8 - Sun 9 Jun
	£90-£120
	3 charities
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                    Reading, Berkshire, UK

                    Endure24 | Reading

                        The UK’s biggest 24 hour relay race. Epic, Brutal, Relentless. Race against the clock to tackle as many laps of the iconic course as you can. How far can you go in 24 hours?

                    	24 hrs multi terrain running 
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	Park
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	Age 16 & over
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                        [image: Take on a challenge and join Macmillan at the South Coast Mighty Hike - where you’ll explore the stunning South Downs Way and take in spectacular coastal views to support people living with cancer.]
                

            
                
                    	Sat 8 - Sun 9 Jun
	£20-£25
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                    Brighton, East Sussex, UK

                    Mighty Hikes | South Coast

                        Take on a challenge and join Macmillan at the South Coast Mighty Hike - where you’ll explore the stunning South Downs Way and take in spectacular coastal views to support people living with cancer.

                    	
                                            Hike
                                                2
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                        [image: A South Downs Ultra Marathon steeped in history taking in Chichester coast and Arundel Castle. 100K and 50K trail routes, supported all the way, with a legendary basecamp overnight option.]
                

            
                
                    	Sat 15 - Sun 16 Jun
	£75-£165
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                    Chichester, West Sussex, West Sussex, UK

                    Race to the King

                        A South Downs Ultra Marathon steeped in history taking in Chichester coast and Arundel Castle. 100K and 50K trail routes, supported all the way, with a legendary basecamp overnight option.
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                        [image: Europe's oldest charity bike ride is back and you can be part of it! Ride from capital to coast covering 54 miles through rolling countryside to a spectacular finish on Brighton Beach.]
                

            
                
                    	Sun 16 Jun
	£35.01-£55
	16 charities


                    London, UK

                    London to Brighton Bike Ride

                        Europe's oldest charity bike ride is back and you can be part of it! Ride from capital to coast covering 54 miles through rolling countryside to a spectacular finish on Brighton Beach.

                    	54 miles road cycling 
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                        [image: A unique, team endurance swimming challenge for all abilities. Gather a team of between 1 to 8 swimmers and swim for an hour each, for 24 hours!]
                

            
                
                    	Sat 22 - Sun 23 Jun
	£40
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                    Bedford, Bedfordshire, UK

                    24hr Swim Relay: Box End Park

                        A unique, team endurance swimming challenge for all abilities. Gather a team of between 1 to 8 swimmers and swim for an hour each, for 24 hours!

                    	24 hrs lake swimming 
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                        [image: The UK’s biggest 24 hour relay race. Epic, Brutal, Relentless. Race against the clock to tackle as many laps of the iconic course as you can. How far can you go in 24 hours?]
                

            
                
                    	Sat 29 - Sun 30 Jun
	£90-£120
	2 charities
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                    Wetherby, West Yorkshire, UK

                    Endure24 | Leeds

                        The UK’s biggest 24 hour relay race. Epic, Brutal, Relentless. Race against the clock to tackle as many laps of the iconic course as you can. How far can you go in 24 hours?

                    	24 hrs multi terrain running 
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                        [image: An incredible dawn-to-dusk triple challenge off-road through the Lake District for teams of 2 or 4 to bike, hike and paddle in a race against the setting sun.]
                

            
                
                    	Sat 13 Jul
	£49.50-£99
	50% off
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                    Coniston, Cumbria, UK

                    Race the Sun | Lake District Coniston Off-Road

                        An incredible dawn-to-dusk triple challenge off-road through the Lake District for teams of 2 or 4 to bike, hike and paddle in a race against the setting sun.

                        Get 50% off with our exclusive code

                    	28 miles mountain biking 
	2.5 miles hiking + 803 m ascent
	2 miles kayaking 
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                        [image: The UK's favourite ultra marathon along one of Britain's oldest paths. 100K and 50K trail routes, supported all the way, with a legendary basecamp overnight option.]
                

            
                
                    	Sat 13 - Sun 14 Jul
	£85-£255
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                    Watlington, Oxfordshire, UK

                    Race to the Stones

                        The UK's favourite ultra marathon along one of Britain's oldest paths. 100K and 50K trail routes, supported all the way, with a legendary basecamp overnight option.
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                                                2
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                                                3
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                        [image: A major event in the East Anglian running calendar, attracting a large field of runners of all abilities to the winter residence of The Royal Family, to run a 24-hour race around the estate.]
                

            
                
                    	Sat 10 - Sun 11 Aug
	£70-£80
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                    Sandringham, Norfolk, UK

                    Run Sandringham 24

                        A major event in the East Anglian running calendar, attracting a large field of runners of all abilities to the winter residence of The Royal Family, to run a 24-hour race around the estate.

                    	24 hrs trail running 
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                        [image: Taking THE ROC into the Lake District, this is an opportunity to test your resolve and focus in one of the most inspiring locations in Europe. Face up to the mountain.]
                

            
                
                    	Sat 7 Sep
	£230-£235
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                    Ulverston, Cumbria, UK

                    THE ROC ENGLAND

                        Taking THE ROC into the Lake District, this is an opportunity to test your resolve and focus in one of the most inspiring locations in Europe. Face up to the mountain.

                    	1.5 km lake swimming 
	92 km road cycling 
	18.5 km multi terrain running 
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                        [image: Take part in the world's biggest half marathon and experience the buzz, unrivalled support and cheerful crowds of this historic event. Charity places now available for 2024!]
                

            
                
                    	Sun 8 Sep
	£64
	43 charities


                    Newcastle upon Tyne, Tyne and Wear, UK

                    Great North Run

                        Take part in the world's biggest half marathon and experience the buzz, unrivalled support and cheerful crowds of this historic event. Charity places now available for 2024!

                    	13.1 miles road running 
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                        [image: Thousands of runners (and walkers) of all abilities will tackle the flat, traffic-free course past the city's historic sites to a cracking Yorkshire atmosphere! Relay team challenge available too.]
                

            
                
                    	Sun 20 Oct
	£65-£67
	2 charities
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                    York, North Yorkshire, UK

                    Yorkshire Marathon

                        Thousands of runners (and walkers) of all abilities will tackle the flat, traffic-free course past the city's historic sites to a cracking Yorkshire atmosphere! Relay team challenge available too.

                    	26.2 miles road running 
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                                Latest updates

                                Here, you'll find the newest events, early-bird offers, latest original content and updates on what our active community have been up to! To get all this and more delivered straight to your inbox, sign up for our newsletter.
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                        Best events

                        
                            The best trail running events this summer
                        


                        From epic ultramarathons to off-road 10Ks, these are the best trail runs in the UK in summer!



                        Read more
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                    	5 mins read
	24 May 2023


                    

                    
                        Best autumn half marathons
                    

                        Enjoy the sensational atmospheres and fast courses at these half marathon races, from the world's biggest half to the UK's fastest half marathon.
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                        Jack Hart
                        Former Editor

                

                
                    	Event guides
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                        Best events

                        
                            The best runs that you've never heard of
                        


                        To celebrate Global Running Day, we're rounding up some of the best local marathons, half marathons and more in the UK!



                        Read more
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                    	10 mins read
	5 Jun 2023


                    

                    
                        8 essentials you need in your hiking bag
                    

                        Whether you're heading into the great outdoors for a few hours or a few days, these are the essentials you need to guarantee staying safe and having the best experience.
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                        Former Editor
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                        Best events

                        
                            What is the best 10K near me?
                        


                        Looking for a local 10K run? We've got you covered - this is your guide to the best 10Ks in the UK!



                        Read on
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	19 May 2023


                    

                    
                        Top 5 adventure races in the UK
                    

                         Epic adventure activities, crammed into a race through wild landscapes - what's not to love?
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                        Former Editor
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                        10 best ultra marathons in the UK
                    

                         Take on an epic endurance challenge with one of the most popular ultra runs in the UK, from traditional fell runs to the UTMB World Series!
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                    Best events

                    
                        What is the best half marathon near me?
                    

                        Looking for a half marathon this year? This is your guide to the best half marathons in the UK, organised into regions so you can find a race near you!
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                        Please enter a valid email.

                        Thanks - please keep an eye out for our newsletter updates.
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                    Sign up to our newsletter for new events, exclusive offers, challenges and the latest tips and advice - just enter your email below. Unsubscribe at any time. 👍
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                        Thanks - please check your Inbox for a welcome email.
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